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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0717134A2] The speed reduction system, for the machine component groups in a machine for the prodn. of chenille yarns, has an initial
shaft (2) with three cylindrical toothed wheels (R2, R3, R8). One wheel (R2) is powered by a drive wheel on the motor shaft. A second shaft (6)
has two toothed cylindrical wheels and a tapered pinion (R6). One of its wheels meshes with the first wheel (R2), and the pinion acts with a crown
on a shaft at right angles to the second shaft (6). A third shaft (45), parallel to the other shafts (2, 6), has a toothed cylindrical wheel (R9) meshing
with the third wheel (R8) of the first shaft (2). A fourth shaft (50) has a tapered pinion (R10), with a joint (49) connection to the third shaft (45). The
tapered pinion (R10) acts with a conical wheel to transmit the movement of the rotary cutting blade (L). A fifth shaft has a toothed cylindrical wheel
driven by the second wheel (R3) of the first shaft (2) and, in turn, driving a wheel on a shaft. A sixth shaft has a toothed cylindrical wheel, driven by
a wheel of the second shaft (6) to drive a wheel of a corresponding shaft. The wheels (R2) of one set are identical, and the wheels (R6) of another
set are of the same module and have the same number of teeth. The shafts of the wheels working with the fifth shafts engage the drive wheels for
the binding threads and the coils of the effect threads. The shaft for the crown gives movement to the drawing wheels to feed the binding threads, so
that the rotations of the drawing wheels match the rotations of the thread guide wheels. The first two shafts (2, 6) are held in a shell structure (CF) in
two sealed units (17, 18) fixed to the body (19) of the machine. The shafts are held in corresponding housings, each of two units pivoting round the
first and second shaft (2, 6) on a fixed housing (CF), so that the shaft wheels can turn between a working position in contact with the wheels of the
thread pitch gauge, and an inoperative setting for access to the gauge with the wheels rotating.
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